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MATTERS ON DEMOGRAPHIC TRAINING AND RESEARCH IN AFRICA

ARISING" FROM ECA MEETINGS-

The Population Programme .Centre

Economic Commission for Africa

Introduction

Conferences, meetings and seminars sponsored by the Eoonomic

Commission f.or-Africa have regularly provided useful fora for discussing

views and issues affecting.development in Africa. Accordingly, discus

sions on demographic training and research programmes have featured

prominently in the reports of various ECA meetings, conferences and
seminars on population. The nature and details of the discussions cover

aspects'of the supply, demand, and organization of training and research. .
Also covered have been the needed philosophy and approach to demographic

training and'research in the region.

2. '■ Participants in the various meetings, seminars and conferences
have been drawn from representatives of African governments, the United

Nations and its agencies, and from various governmental and non

governmental organizations and agencies in and outside Africa. The
recurring themes in the contributions of these representatives together
with a general consideration of major issues on, demographic research and
training arising from the meetings and conferences will be presented iri

this paper. " -.■ . " •./..;,. ,-.

The Pressing Demand for Training Facilities ;

3. The early sixties saw. the upsurge of interest in improving the

quality and quantity of demographic training'and research in Africa.

The United Nations naturally shared i-.i this growing interest. Since
1963, the regional centre for demographic training and research in Cairo
has been providing training and research facilities mainly.for the Arab-
speaking countries of North Africa and the Middle East. At the same time,
the United Nations Secretariat was taking steps to establish another

centre in West Africa with English and French as working languages. The

original"plan was to have it in Accra, Ghana, but later on the proposed

venue was shifted to Dakar, Senegal.. So, in/1964, the United Nations
sent three experts to explore the possibilities of establishing a regional

centre in Dakar. The efforts, this time, however, were.not practically

fruitful and the need continued to be felt. At several of its sessions,

notably at its fourteenth session in November 1967, the Population

Commission recommended that additional training facilities should be
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established "to meet the needs of Africa south of the Sahara.- Similar
views were expressed at the Conference of African Statisticians during

.-its fifth session also in I967.i1/ ■

4. . A significant impetus was added to the growing demands by the ■

recommendations of the United-Nations Population Programming Mission

for Africa, which visited various African countries for two months, from

25 March to 24 May 1968. This important mission concurred with the-above
recommendations on training by the Population Commission'and the Conference
of African. Statisticians. It particularly commended the efforts of the

Cairo Demographic Centre and, at the same time, stressod the urgent need
to provide additional training facilities in Africa. It recommended the

establishment of-two regional training programmes, respectively for the
English-speaking and the ; francophone African ^countries'; The.ECA Secre
tariat organised in 1969' missions to- a number of African countries to
consult with their governments about"the possible location of these

institutes.i/ ag a result of the recommendations and the support"given
at. other ECA meetings,^/ the Regional Institute for Population Studies
(RIPS).in Accra, for English-speaking countries of the region, and the
Institut de Formation et de Recherche Demographiques (IFORD) in Yaounde,
for French-speaking countries, were established.

■5-, ECA's supreme legislative body, namely, the Conference of Ministers,
adopted at their Tenth' Session a resolution ^30(x}/ On population which,
among others, invited the Executive Secretary of the'ECA to speed up the
establishment of sub-regional, centres for training of demographers- At
subsequent ECA meetings, seminars and conferences, representatives of ■'
African governments welcomed2/ and called for.the greater use.of the

services of the three institutes respectively in Cairo, Accra,, and Yaounde"

for the training of nationals. Thus, the Working Group on Fertility Levels
and Differentials in Africa and the Prospects for the Future, held in

Addis Ababa from 18. to 22 December iyj2 emphasized the importance of
training African nationals, and urged African countries to support-and
to take advantage of demographic straining and research at the three UN-

sponsored . institutes.^/ in the same vein, the Third Regional Inter-Agency

. 1/ Official Records of the Economic and Social Council, Forty-
fourth Session,,Supplement No.- 9, para. 28.

; "' 2/ Report of the Fifth Conference of African Statisticians (e/cn 14/
405)> paras. 102-103. : ~~~ ~7 ~ \' H/

. . 3/ Report of the United Nations Population Programming Mission for ■
Africa (E/CN. 14/CAS.6/8)< paras.' 43-49. : : : ;

4/ Report 'of the First Regional Inter-Agency Co-ordination Meeting
on Population (E/CN.I4/POPA7). paraiv' T : : :—~

5/ Report of the African Population Conference (E/CN.14/562), para.

£/ Report of the Working Group on Fertility Levels and Differenti
als in Africa and the Prospects for the Future (E/CN;i4/P0P/78). para 14ft
(viii)(viii)
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Co-ordination Meeting on Population held in Addis Ababa from 1 to 3 May

1973 recommended that before calling for UN support for the establishment

of full-fledged national demographic units at different universities, the

demographic training and research facilities of the existing UK-sponsored

institutes should first be utilized.^/ The Seminar on Techniques of
Evaluation of Basic Demographic Data, Accra, Ghana, 16-22 July 1973, also

urged African Governments to utilize fully the capacities of the three

UN-sponsored institutes in Accra, Cairo, and Yaounde.■=/

Dominant-Expectations about Training and Research

6. When the United Nations Population Programming Mission for Africa

considered the desirability of establishing more regional demographic

training centres, it also considered some of the expected characteristics

of the centres. For example, the Mission maintained that it would be

most desirable to attach, the centres to existing institutions, such as a

university or a research or training institute in order to avoid setting .

up new administrative framework. To this end, the Regional Institute in

Accra has been established within the University of Ghana, which, in terms

of demographic developments in the region, has accumulated a wealth of

valuable experience in teaching, research and programming. It is also

known that various forms of co-operation including exchange of teaching

staff exists between the two other institutes in Yaounde and Cairo, on

the one hand, and their respective national institutions of learning,^on

the other.

7. Two important SCA meetings, for example, deliberated on some otheT

aspects of the characteristics of needed demographic training and research

One of the meetings is the African Population Conference in Accrai Ghana,

9-18 December 1971. The plenary session on demographic training and

research discussed contributed papers on the subject and noted certain

characteristics common to most of the existing programmes. These ■

charactestistics included the recognition of the inter-disciplinary

nature of demographic training and research and of the need for colla

boration among several disciplines.^/ Several speakers'at the Conference

spoke of the need to strengthen the background of demographic training

by the study of related social science and mathematical subjects,

including Statistics, Economics and Sociology. Conversely, it was also'

l/ Draft Report of the Third Regional Inter-A^ency-Co-ordination

Meeting .on Population (E/CN.14/P0P/1C8) (See lis-t of Recommendations,

para, vii): .

2/ Draft Report of the Seminar, on Techniques of Evaluation of

Basic Demographic Data. (See list of recommendations, para, xiv)

2/ Report of the African Population Conference (E/CN.I4/562),

paras. 236 and 239.-240.
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suggested "that those studying related social science and mathematical '

subjects should.be encouraged tor appreciate the relevance of demography

to their, subjects. The Advisory Committee of the Regional .Institute for

Population Studies at its first meeting during 26-27 July 1973 recommended'

that in elaborating a final and more detailed syllabus, care1 should be

taken.of the proper treatment of such subjects as. Sociology of Development,

especially with "regard to African conditions, projections of manpower, •

differential mortality and international migration. It"also recommended

that the Institute investigates the possibility of. giving sbpr.ter courses

in population studies on specific topics as.;requested.by the coun-tries-of:.,

the region.- Further views in support of the multi-disciplinary approach

also eniana_tedfrom: the recent deliberations-at the Seminar on Techniques ■

of Evaluation" of Basic Demographic Data, Accra, Ghana',' 16-27 July 1973'. "
. This Seminar specifically recommended that the institutes in Accra and

Yaounde" should co-operate in preparing their training programmes so that

trainees at both institutes would receive comparable and relevant training.

Recognizing the inter-disciplinary approach by the United Nations to ■

population," th!e Seminar recommended that the-courses ,at the UK-sponsored

institutes should cover subjects such as Sociology, Economics,* Mathematics,

Statistics, and other relevant topics as ancillary courses to demography.

This would ensure that the trained demographers could specialize further

in the various branches of demography,' sUchas Social Demography, Economic-

Demography, Mathematical Demography, and Demographic Sample Surveys--^ , :

8. Another advocated characteristic of demographic training and- '

research in Africa has been the responsiveness of training and research

to. African needs. This spirit was clearly stated in the report of the

UN Programming Mission which maintains that teaching and research

programmes should be clearly designed^ to meet the'specific needs and

condition's-qf the" African countries, especially in the" area of providing

trained personnel for the analysis of' surveys and censuses to-be taken

around 1SJO,£/ Supporting similar requirements, several speakers at the

African Population Conference, Accra, 'Ghana, 9~l8 December 1971> emphasized

the need..to orient population research to the African situation, and also

stressed tht importance of carrying out "problem-oriented" research in'

relation tc a'variety of local conditions and socio-economic patterns.!/

l/ Draft Report of the Seminar on Techniques of Evaluation of . . ., .

Basic Demographic Data" (.See list of Recommendations, para. xii). •

2/ Report of the UN Population Programming Mission for Africa,'
op. cit., (paras. 48-49).'''.

3/ Report of the- African Population Conference-, .op. cit., ■ '

para 24Q. ■■ , ." ... ■- ^ , . ... / ....
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Levels of Training Advocated . ■ . '

9. The three UN-sponsored institutes have programmes which, in the

main, cater for high level training and specialization at the post-graduate

academic levels- While.in favour of such high level training, various ECA

meetings, -seminars and conferences have also called for the implementation

of other levels and forms of training programmes.

10.' ■ One major programme in great demand has "been the middle level

training for middle level civil servants and personnel. Very often, the

services of these officersi are needed to bridge the gap between -the

execution of high and low levels of administrative arid statistical res

ponsibilities. It has been claimed that in the absence of such middle

level.personnel, the highly trained ones often have to undertaketjobs

far below their level of specialization and competence*. This often, has

led to a misallocation of resources and to unwanted delays in the comple

tion of projects. Consistent with these observations and the call for

providing intermediate level of training by the UN Programming Mission,!/
the Conference of African Demographers in Accra, December 1971> noted the

regret expressed at the First Session of the Conference of Ministers

(ECA Tenth Session) in Tunis in February 1971 concerning the lack of

facilities for training of middle-level demographers. Consequently, the

Conference of African Lemographers while welcoming the establishment of

the regional institutes, recommended that the demographic courses at the

existing middle level statistical training centres should be strengthened

with adequate provisions for United Nations fellowships.—' More recently,

the ECA Population Programme Centre's effort (pursuant to the above

recommendation) at devising ways and means, including the preparation

of manuals, for strengthening the demographic content of middle level

statistical training courses, was noted with satisfaction by the Third

Regional Inter-Agency Co-ordination Meeting on Population, Addis Ababa,

1-3 May 1973-3/ .In 'the past, the teaching of demography has .been under
taken by ECA staff members at the middle-level training centres in Ethiopia

and the Republic of Tanzania.' For the' future, provisions currently exist

for rendering such assistance by the ECA.-

11. Ad hoc training of short durations for serving officers and

personnel of governments and organizations in the region has also been

frequently called for at various ECA meetings, seminars and conferences.

Such training is often regarded as being useful not only in teaching

l/ Report of the UN Population Programming Mission, op. cit., ■

para. 53- ■

2/ Report of the First Session of the Conference of African

Demographers (E/CN:14/553), paras. 20 and 86(3).- •

l/ Draft Report of the Third Regional Inter-Agency Co-ordination
Meeting on Population, op. cit. , para. 98- l
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.demographic techniques and methods but also in helping to" create awareness

of the relevance of demographic ponditions to overall national development.

The latter advantage is especially true when it/ is considered that persons ''

participating in the _ad hoc courses are presumably those often pre-occupied

with planning the social and economic welfare of their countries.

12. ■ Calls for short-term training courses were made at the Firs-t.

Regional Inter-Agency Co-ordination Meeting on Population, Addis Ababa,' ■

11-13 January 1971- In discussing ECA's training activities, the Meeting

'agreed that the two regional demographic training centres, should, from

time to time, organize for high level government officials ^d. hoc courses

on population and its relation to- economic and social development, to

which the UH'"agenc.ies should be invited.!/ The Second Inter-Agency'. V
Co-ord'inatiori Meeting in April 1972 endorsed the views of- the first

"meeting a.nd emphasized the desirability of organizing ad hoc courses - „ /

oh lines similar.to' those recommended by the First Inter-Agency Meeting.^
It is indeed significant that the organization oi such jad_ hoc courses

forms part of the academic programmes of the regional training centres.

When all1 the centres are in full operation, the organization of the short-

term courses would fulfill a long-felt need cf immense significance. For

the centres to be able to discharge'their responsibilities fully, they

would, however, need to be-adequately staffed1and equipped. -

Recognition and Employment of Demographers

13. Along with the interest in developing demographic training

facilities was the concerted concern about the effective use, recogni

tion arid employment of demographers' after their training. ■ In situations
in Africa where there exists an imbalance in the supply of trained'

personnel, it is not uncommon to find statisticians and' demographers

engulfed in purely administrative jobs in positions unrelated to their
fields of competence.

14* ' In addition to this mis-allocation of resources, concern has also

been shown for the quality of the training to be given. The United

Nations Programming Mission for Africa was clearly apprehensive about

this, and strongly recommended'that the teaching.and research programmes

of the proposed institutes should be clearly designed to give assurance

that the diploma to be awarded .would be recognized "by the various govern

ments in the region. With this in view, the Mission further stressed-the

need of ensuring that the directors of the institutes should be persons of

l/ Report of the First Regional Inter-Agency Co-ordination Meeting
on Population (E/CN.14/P0P/37). para. 50.

2/ Report of the Second Regional Inter-Agency Co-ordination.

Meeting on Population (E/CN.14/P0P/62). para. 88.
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outstanding personality and experience in demographic research and. ■

programmes.-V Speaking also in support of the high quality of work"
expected of the institutes, the Conference of African Demographers re-
iterated/the above' recommendation that steps'should be taken to ensure
that the diplomas awarded by the institutes are recognised by the civil
services of the countries concerne£/d

15- ,The recognition of the diplomas should, at least in part, find

expression in the payment of adequate remuneration to demographers; As

stated in the Report of the"First Meeting of Non-UN Organizations intere
sted in Population Work in Africa, participants in the Meeting expressed

concern at the possible loss of trained personnel caused by' the- problems
of unfavourable differential salary levels•inmany African countries.!/
In some countries, the, turn-ever rate of high level professional statis
ticians and demographers in government employment due to movement into
more' financially rewarding jobs, has been disturbingly high. This has

consequently frustrated attempts at accumulating experienced staff for /

statistical and demographic work in the countries. The cry in most of '
these countries is for a salary structure, similar to that paid to

colleagues holding comparable administrative positions. Unfortunately, "

the response of.some governments in the region has been li-ttlo encouraging.

Call for Jnter-Agency Co-ordination of Training and Research Programmes

16. As stated earlier on in the paper, participants to ECA meetings, '
seminars arid conferences have been drawn from a wide variety of "souroes.

These included the 41 African representatives of member states of the ECA,

. various United Nations organizations .(UNFSCO, UNICEF,.FAO, WHO,i ILO, etc.),

non-African governments (USA, France, Germany, etc.), inter-governmental '
organizations (OAU, OCAM, UDEAC, etc.), andnon-governmental organizations
(Population Council, Pathfinder Fund, IPPF, Ford Foundation, ISI, etc.).

17." Each of the meeting, seminar, and conference reports referred to
bo far in this presentation contains copious description of.the highly

valuable contributions by the above agencies and organizations to demo^ "

graphic training and research in Africa. The richness"of the respective
contributions' lies in the fact that although each organization 6r agency
has special training and research interests,' they all generally take

socio-economic and demographic interrelationships into account in. planning
and implementing their projects on population studies and programmes. But
in pursuing their goals individually, it has been noted tfiat scarce

1/ Report of the United Nations Population Programming Mi'ssion.
op. .cit. ,.para-48. ... "... , ... . ■

2/ Report of the First Session of the Conference of African
Demographers, op. cit., para. 21; . , .

1/ Report of the First Meeting of Non-UN Organizations. Interested.
in Population Programmes in Africa (E/CN.'14/PtWj£)^ r^TS_ 39.
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resources including manpower have "been spread over so many African

countries and sometimes too thinly to make enough impact. Interestingly

however, the agencies or organizations as donnors and the African countries

as receivers have never been slow at recognizing that collaborative links

in programming and administering projects could produce better results .

with effective and greater impact on the1 population concerned.

18.■ The ECA Population Programme Centre has spear-headed efforts aimed

at fostering collaboration.among'some of the agencies and organizations. -

Direct and indirect references have been made to the separate -annual ■

meetings of all UN organizations and of all Non-UN Organizations intere

sted in .population work in Africa. At some of these meetings, the orga

nizations have called for co-operation among interested parties in the- ...

execution of projects. The agencies have also participated in other ECA;

meetings to which they have made written contributions. To name only a

few examples, this was the case during the African Population Conference,'

Accra., Ghana, December 1971 j arid the Seminar on the Techniques of Evalua.-

tion of Basic Demographic Data, Accra, Ghana, July 1973*

N

19. More specifically on training, the Second Regional Inter-Agency

Co-ordination Meeting on Population, Addis Ababa, 19-21 April 1972,

declared the willingness of the agencies to co-operate with ECA in the

organization of.programmes at the regional training institutes and in

giving specific courses within their special areas of competence,±I In

the same, vein, the First Regional Inter-Agency Co-ordination Meeting on.■

Population'held also in Addis Ababa from 11 to 13 January 1971 recommended

that the staff of the ECA Population Programme Centre and of the UN

regional demographic training and research centres as well as the UN Popu

lation Programme Officers should be invited to"participate in training

courses and seminars conducted by the UN agencies in their respective

projects on population.3J

20. More recently, the third Regional Inter-Agency Co-ordination

Meeting on Population rather more clearly and pungently called for greater

collaboration among the agencies. The Meeting recommended .that the

Directors of the UN-sponsored demographicitraining institutes should be

urged to seek the co-operation of the UN agencies in their training and

research programmes. Reciprocally, the agencies might also, wish to

initiate supporting arrangements. The meeting also emphasized the

importance of co-ordinating the demographic training activities sponsored

by the UN and the Non-UN, organizations, and recommended that co-ordinaiing

committees should be sat up for this purpose at appropriate national or

l/ Report' of the Second Regional' Inter-Agency Co-ordination Meeting

on Population (E/CN.14/P0P/62), para.' 112 (9).

2/ Report of the First Regional Inter-Agency Co-ordination.Meeting'

on Population (e/CN.14/POP/37) '•> para. 39 (?)> • "
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university lsvels.-^ Typical examples of co-ordination, between UN and
Non-UN agencies are the ECA-supported seminars on Population Data and

Use of Computers, with Special Reference to Population Research for the

English-speaking countries (3--2O May 1971, West Germany) and for the

French-speaking countries (23 November --7 December 1972, West Germany).

f Both seminars were organized by tho Germsn Foundation for Developing'

Countries with administrative support from the EGA.' Another example it;

? the training workshop on the planning and conduct of population censuses

and sample surveys. The first workshop on the preparation, data- collection,

and pre-tabulation processing uf population inquiries was held in Rabat,

Morocco, from 16 October to JO November1 1972 for participants from the

French-speaking countries. The second with focus on the pro-tabulation

processing of population census data was organized; in Addis Ababa for those

from the English-speaking countries from 1 to 17 November 1972. These

workshops rare sponsored by the ECA and financed by the United Nations

Fund for Population Activities. The United States Bureau of the Census p/

provided instructors and instructional materials for the English course.-'

.Another example of collaboration in trailing is the Workshop on the Computer

Processing of Census Data (CENTS) held in Yaounde, Cameroon, from 28 May

to 29 Juno 1973 under the joint sponsorship of the EGA- tho United States

Bureau of the Census, and the Government of Cameroon. Two sections of the

Workshop respectively for the English-speaking end the French-speaking

countries ueru organised.3/ 1

21. . The few examples given above only .-serve to underline the level of

significance attached to the establishment of collaborative links not only

between the UN agencies but also between the UN agencies and the Non-UN
agencies. Many more examples, such as the ECA's substantive support to

and participation in ILO'Workers' Seminar on Population Questions, could

be cited. Bosidesj there are also many examples of prospective collabcra-

. tion between the ECA and UNESCO, and FAO in the execution of studies of

mutual interest and benefit to all parties.4/ 'The joint ECA-ILO sponsorship
of the Seminar on Demographic Aspects of Manpower planned for 1975 is

another good example! All these are in r.ccord with the demand for the

national co-ordination of efforts *in the implementation of training and

research programmes in the region.

l/ Draft Report of the Third Regional inter-Agency Co-ordination
Meeting on Population, op. cit. (See list of recommendations, paras.(v)-
(vi). ' .

2/ ECA, African Census Programme Newsletter,No. 6, August 1972,
p. 3| African Census Programme Newsletter, No. 7, December 1972, p.3.

.3./ ECA, African Census Programme Newsletter, No.8, April 1973,
pp. 6-9. ' . .

4/ £raft Report of the Third Rational Inter-Agency Co-ordination
Meeting on Population, op. cit., pp. 10-11; pp. 17-22.
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